PROOF MAIN STREAM MEDIA  
Is Pro-Marxist, Pro-Hillary

August 04, 2016 – Statement of EDWARD C NOONAN, 2016 Presidential Candidate:

ABOUT THE POLLS!!!….Max von Solow writes:

By Max Von Solow PG Farnsworth

"We have just completed our own poll since we cannot get factual information from the mainstream media!! we called 1000 homes in each of the 50 states and asked basic questions on the economy, terrorism, immigration and presidential pick. Economy was the number one factor that Americans are concerned about and terrorism was number two.

Presidential pic was Trump by a large percentage

Trump 33478 votes 67%
Clinton 9788 Votes 19%
Undecided or other 6739 votes 13%

My friends and I are all Graduate students from all walks of life we meet to discuss stuff 13 people who like and have served the military. It took us most of two weeks to be sure our calls were to all people and not just one party or an other we called Americans.. our poll is by taking registered voter lists and we accumulated 33% repub, 33% dems and 34% ind.. our poll consisted of 1000 calls per state. all 50 states. 50,000 people are in this poll not the 100 like other polls."

The American Resistance Party agree. Fox News, CNN, MSNBC, CBS, NBC and ABC (and all other main stream media who are bought and paid for by the Marxist Globalists who run this country) are pro-Marxists and pro-Hillary.
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